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Crayola Color Wonder On The Go

Ideal for mess-free coloring wherver you are, Crayola Color Wonder On The Go sets allow kids to fully express themselves
without making a mess. With its compact size and ability to snap shut, this kit lets kids get creative no matter where they
are! Crayola Color Wonder On The Go titles draw inspiration from popular franchises and characters including Disney
Princess, Shimmer and Shine, PJ Masks and Paw Patrol.
CONTENTS
 15 Mini Coloring Pages
 Three Color Wonder Broad Line Markers
BENEFITS
 Mess Free Coloring: Color Wonder Markers appear only on Color Wonder paper, ensuring that clothes, furniture
and walls stay clean
 Compact Size: Perfect for small hands and packing light while on-the-go; the unit also snaps shut, storing the
contents of the kit and allowing for quick clean-up, a must while traveling
 Fuels Imaginative Play: Full of beloved Disney Princesses and characters from Shimmer and Shine, PJ Masks and
Paw Patrol, these Color Wonder kits allow kids recreate the worlds of their favorite characters in their own colorful
way and explore the power of their own imaginations
 Compatible with Color Wonder Products: Compatible with all Color Wonder markers, paints and stamps, so kids
can swap in their favorite colors from different sets to complete their next masterpiece
TARGET AUDIENCE
 Recommended for ages three and up
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WHERE TO BUY
 Suggested Retail Price: $4.99
 Available at retailers nationwide
ABOUT CRAYOLA
Crayola LLC, based in Easton, Pa. and a subsidiary of Hallmark Cards, Incorporated, is the worldwide leader in children's
creative expression products. Known for the iconic Crayola Crayon first introduced in 1903, the Crayola brand has grown
into a portfolio of innovative art tools, crafting activities and creativity toys that offer children innovative new ways to use
color to create everything imaginable. Consumers can find the wide array of Crayola products in the "Crayola Aisle" at all
major retailers. For more information visit www.crayola.com or join the community at www.facebook.com/crayola.
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